THE MANDALA SUITES
High individuality in the centre of Berlin
The MANDALA SUITES is situated at the best address – you walk straight in
from Friedrichstraße and the Gendarme Market is around the corner of the
historical and cultural centre of Berlin.

You see the high quality of the individual finishes as soon as you enter the
MANDALA. There is an individual design with a glass front on beams. Guests
then cross an impressive inner courtyard, flooded with light, and finally enter
the small yet stylish lobby. The building was designed by Professor Josef P.
Kleihues who provides the ideal framework for the spacious suites. It is
hidden behind a sleek facade on Friedrichstraße, a feature which also serves
to underline the aura of understatement and a private world. The true
splendour of the building only becomes apparent to the visitor on entering
the grand inner courtyard. This area, with its glass roof and straight-line
design, shines as the centre of the entire building complex.

The MANDALA Suites displays elegance and understatement suited to the
special requirements of long-term guests. One does not feel like a customer
of a hotel chain, but rather a welcome guest in a privately run house. A
temporary home away from home awaits the guests in a top class
environment, with carefully designed suites cared for by individual service. It
is an ideal place to withdraw to for business consultants who are only in
Berlin for a short period of time, for demanding artists and for travellers in
need of relaxation.

THE MANDALA SUITES

The suites
A simple glance at the 40m² to 100m² generously designed suites with
separate living and sleeping areas is enough to give you a feeling of
relaxation. The charming fittings and high quality facilities, together with
walk-in wardrobes and fully equipped open-plan kitchens create a
temporary home from home.

Warm colours and wood pamper the eye and the soul. Modern technology
fits seamlessly into this classic, timeless design, or even wirelessly - wireless
LAN, high speed modem access and ISDN telephones with direct-dial allow
easy communication.

The bath and WC are separate in 90% of the suites and almost all suites
have a balcony or terrace for guests to soak up the sunshine or enjoy a good
read from the library of English and German books, which is naturally as upto-date as the choice of your daily newspaper.

The high quality materials and the meticulously planned facilities of each
suite down to the last detail will delight discriminating long-term guests and
business guests who are only staying a short while.

THE MANDALA SUITES
The lounge
The lounge adjoining the Health & Spa on the eighth floor of the MANDALA
allows aesthetes to indulge in the exquisite design with refined detail, while
travellers can enjoy a long breakfast and business guests can use the
wireless network.

After the first class breakfast buffet, the breakfast lounge is converted into
an inviting business lounge. Work in the luxurious atmosphere or relax with
a newspaper while enjoying snacks, fresh fruit and drinks. The breathtaking
view of the Potsdamer Platz skyline from the lounge provides a feeling of
being on holiday at home, or feeling at home when on holiday.

The lounge is normally reserved for the exclusive use of guests of the
MANDALA Suites, but can also be used for meetings, private parties or
receptions in smaller numbers, allowing business partners or friends to enjoy
special times in the heart of the city. The facilities and the ‘environment’ is
naturally individually designed and tailored to specific requirements.

Those who are not guests at the MANDALA may make use of the lounge,
which provides an excellent private dining room for up to 20 people who
wish to sign contracts, hold conferences or photo shoots. The lounge is
above the hotel and is incomparably quiet and shielded from the outside
world.

THE MANDALA SUITES
Health Club & Spa
The completely newly equipped Health & Spa boasts the most modern
technology and top quality design. Located on the roof of the MANDALA
Suites, the spa receives the Berlin sun and has an impressive view of the
architecture of the Potsdamer Platz. Train in a relaxed atmosphere on the
top quality equipment by TechnoGym of Health & Spa. Get fit in a first class
environment, with an individual TV on each apparatus and a panoramic
view of Berlin.

After the health session, relax in our Finnish aroma sauna, or enjoy high tea
– in the true sense of the word – in the spacious relaxation area. The house
masseur can arrange for a private massage in your suite, should you wish.

THE MANDALA SUITES
Facts
Classification

All-Suite Hotel, 4 stars

Address

Friedrichstrasse 185-190
10117 Berlin, Mitte

Fon
Fax

+49 (0) 30 20 29 20
+49 (0) 30 20 29 29 20

Internet
E-Mail

www.themandala.de
suites@themandala.de

Studios & Suites

81

Category

04 Studios
40 m²
13 Business Suites
55 m²
60 Management Suites 68 m²
02 Executive Suites
80 m²
03 Mandala Suite s
100 m²

Health Club & Spa

On the 8. floor, overview to Berlin

Lounge

contemporary Roof-Top Lounge
special events up to 40 persons

Garage

direct and private entrance to the Hotel

Number of staff

15 people

Management

Lutz Hesse & Christian Andresen

for

THE MANDALA SUITES
Prices

category

size

up to 6 days

7 to 27 days from 28 days

Studio

40 m2

210

100

95

Business Suite

55 m

2

215

110

100

Management Suite

68 m2

225

120

110

Superior Suite

68 m2

240

130

120

Executive Suite

85 m

2

310

180

150

Mandala Suite

100 m²

450

290

230

Mandala Suite Connected

200 m²

850

580

450

second guest

15

15

---

additional bed

80

50

20

buffet breakfast

18

18

18

parking per night

18

13

8

Health & Wellness Spa

10

5

5

The prices are per room and night, in Euro and include service charges and the current
VAT. Validity up to December 31st 2008.

